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Abstract

Non-invasive, quantitative, and accurate assessment of liver iron concentration (LIC) by MRI is 

useful for patients receiving transfusions, but R2 and R2* MRI techniques have not been 

systematically compared in sickle cell anemia (SCA). We report baseline LIC results from the 

TWiTCH trial, which compares hydroxyurea with blood transfusion treatment for primary stroke 

prophylaxis assessed by transcranial Doppler sonography in pediatric SCA patients. Liver R2 was 

collected and processed using a FDA-approved commercial process (FerriScan®), while liver R2* 

quality control and processing were performed by a Core Laboratory blinded to clinical site and 

patient data. Baseline LIC studies using both MRI techniques were available for 120 participants. 
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LICR2* and LICR2 results were highly correlated (r2 = 0.93). A proportional bias of LIC(R2*)/

LIC(R2), decreasing with average LIC, was observed. Systematic differences between LICR2* and 

LICR2 were also observed by MRI manufacturer. Importantly, LICR2* and LICR2 estimates had 

broad 95% limits of agreement with respect to each other. We recommend LICR2 and LICR2* not 

be used interchangeably in SCA patients to follow individual patient trends in iron burden.

INTRODUCTION

Stroke remains one of the most feared complications among children with sickle cell anemia 

(SCA) because of its medical, neurocognitive, psychosocial, and financial burdens to 

patients and their families [1–3]. The implementation of universal transcranial Doppler 

(TCD) screening in all children with SCA, with subsequent chronic transfusion therapy in 

high risk patients with abnormal TCD velocities, has markedly decreased primary stroke 

incidence in pediatric patients [4, 5]. However, chronic transfusion therapy inevitably causes 

iron overload, necessitating long-term iron chelation that requires monitoring and 

management of treatment-related toxicities [6].

Serum ferritin typically guides the treatment of transfusional iron overload, but in patients 

with SCA, ferritin is a notoriously unreliable marker of iron overload [7]. In contrast, liver 

iron concentration (LIC) is an excellent marker of total body iron balance [8]. While liver 

biopsy was traditionally used for this purpose, it is invasive, subject to sampling error [9], 

unpopular with patients, and is being replaced by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

methods [10]. Tissue iron disrupts the magnetic field in different organs, causing the images 

to darken more quickly than normal [11]. MRI estimates tissue iron by measuring the rate of 

darkening which is called R2 or R2*, depending on how the images are collected. These R2 

and R2* LIC measurements (LICR2 and LICR2*) are becoming standard of care at major 

sickle cell centers [10] and have even become accepted surrogates for clinical trials [12]. In 

fact, one LICR2 measurement technique has been FDA approved for monitoring of chelation 

therapy for certain indications (FerriScan®, Resonance Health, Nedlands, Western 

Australia). However, concordance between FerriScan® LICR2 and LICR2*, particularly in 

the context of a multicenter clinical trial, has never been reported for patients with SCA.

TCD With Transfusions Changing to Hydroxyurea (TWiTCH) is a multi-centered, open 

label, randomized clinical trial, comparing 24 months of open label hydroxyurea to chronic 

transfusion therapy for primary stroke prophylaxis. Pediatric patients who received at least 

12 months of regular blood transfusions for abnormal TCD velocities were randomized to 

either continue transfusion therapy or transition to hydroxyurea therapy at maximum 

tolerated dose. In the transfusion arm, iron overload is managed with chelation, while in the 

hydroxyurea arm, iron overload is controlled with monthly phlebotomy. The primary 

outcome variable in TWiTCH is TCD velocity. However, the LIC represents a critical 

secondary outcome variable, with LICR2 and LICR2* being measured at baseline, midpoint 

(1 year), and at study exit. This manuscript reports the baseline measurements of LIC, 

directly comparing LICR2 and LICR2* results from two specific MR LIC measurement 

techniques, and examining the relationships with regard to study participant and MRI 

scanner characteristics.
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METHODS

The TWiTCH study is registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT01425307). The study is being 

performed at 26 clinical sites and approved by Institutional Review Boards at each 

institution. Informed consent was obtained for all patients. Although LIC measurements 

represent a secondary outcome, efforts were made to collect LICR2 and LICR2* 

measurements in as many institutions as possible. LICR2 was performed at 24 out of 26 

centers. LICR2* had more stringent hardware constraints and was performed at 21 centers. 

All imaging was performed at 1.5 Tesla using phased array torso or cardiac coils. MRI 

manufacturers included Siemens (67 exams), General Electric Medical Systems (31 exams), 

and Philips Healthcare (15 exams). A total of 159 patients enrolled in the study and initiated 

screening; 138 patients underwent at least one baseline LIC measurement, and 120 patients 

successfully completed both LICR2 and LICR2* baseline assessments.

LICR2 was collected using the FerriScan® protocol [13, 14]. Free-breathing single spin echo 

images were collected with the following parameters: repetition time 1000 ms, echo times 6, 

9, 12, 15, and 18 ms; slice thickness 5 mm; matrix 192 × 256; and a ¾ phase field of view. 

All images were sent to an independent commercial imaging laboratory (Resonance Health 

Ltd, Western Australia) for processing using proprietary software [14]. Signal decay was 

fitted with a two-component model on a pixel-by-pixel basis [15] and the mean value was 

transformed to the LIC value using an established [13] and independently verified [12, 16] 

calibration curve.

LICR2* was collected using multiple echo, gradient echo sequences. Hardware differences 

among the 3 manufacturers precluded completely controlling the imaging parameters. 

Supplemental Table 1 summarizes the “targeted” and achieved imaging parameters for all 

120 studies as well as a cohort restricted to fully compliant protocols (N=87). All images 

were transferred to an independent core laboratory at Children’s Hospital Los Angeles and 

processed using a previously published algorithm [17]. Signal decay was fitted with an 

exponential with a constant [18], using adaptive binning to group pixels of similar decay 

rates [17]. Median R2* was translated to LIC using an established [16] and independently 

verified calibration curve [19].

LICR2 and LICR2* results were compared using Bland-Altman analysis. Log transformation 

was needed because differences scaled proportionally to average LIC. Log differences were 

then compared to both biological and methodological predictors, to identify potential 

contributors of bias by analysis of variance. Biological predictors included patient age, body 

mass index (BMI), years of transfusion and chelation therapy, and a variety of enrollment 

laboratory parameters including hemoglobin concentration, serum ferritin, absolute 

reticulocyte count, lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), serum iron studies, alanine 

aminotransferase (ALT), and C-reactive protein (CRP) values. Methodological predictors 

included the MRI manufacturer, initial echo time, second echo time, final echo time, echo 

spacing, number of echoes, slice thickness, frequency resolution, phase resolution, percent 

phase sampling, percent frequency sampling, bandwidth, and two relative signal-to-noise 

(SNR) metrics. Univariate and multivariate regression were initially performed using all 

variables, followed by stepwise forward regression to identify the most robust predictors of 
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the Bland Altman agreement. All statistics were performed by the TWiTCH Data 

Coordinating Center at the University of Texas School of Public Health.

RESULTS

Patient demographics for the baseline assessments are summarized in Supplemental Table 2. 

The enrolled subjects had laboratory evidence of transfusional iron overload, with an 

average chronic transfusional exposure of 4.1 years and mean serum ferritin of 2708 ng/mL. 

More than 95% were regularly chelated with either deferasirox or deferoxamine.

Figure 1 (upper panel) demonstrates a scattergram of LICR2* versus LICR2 values for all 

120 TWiTCH subjects who had both baseline assessments. Data are displayed on 

logarithmic axes to stabilize the variance. Linear regression performed on the log-

transformed LIC values yielded an r2 of 0.93 with approximation to the line of identity. 

Since some sites had difficulty achieving the ideal imaging parameters (Supplemental Table 

1) for liver R2* imaging, the lower panel of Figure 1 includes only examinations that were 

fully compliant with core lab recommendations (N=87). Results are nearly identical to the 

complete dataset (r2 = 0.92), suggesting that variation in imaging parameters are not a major 

contributor to the broad Bland-Altman limits of agreement observed. Figure 2 illustrates the 

Bland Altman relationship between the log-transformed LIC metrics on the smaller data set. 

Data are plotted on logarithmic axes for clarity, resulting in a graph of the ratio of LICR2* to 

LICR2 versus their geometric mean. There was a significant negative trend (r2 = 0.195, p < 

0.0001), with LICR2* greater than LICR2 at lower iron concentrations while the converse 

was true at higher iron concentrations. 95% confidence intervals were 0.60 – 1.48.

To identify possible biological or methodological predictors of bias and variance, we next 

performed univariate and multivariate linear regression. For clarity, only variables that 

exhibited a univariate regression p-value less than 0.1 are shown in Table 1. Separate 

columns are shown for the complete and restricted datasets. For both cohorts, serum ferritin 

and average LIC were the strongest biological predictors of measurement bias between 

LICR2* and LICR2, consistent with downward slope of the Bland-Altman relationship. 

Serum LDH was also positively correlated with a larger difference between LICR2* and 

LICR2 on univariate analysis.

Several technologic variables were also significant on univariate analysis including MRI 

manufacturer, SNR metric 1, number of echoes, Interecho spacing, repetition time, slice 

thickness (full cohort only), points in frequency direction, and frequency direction sampling 

percentage. In backwards stepwise regression, the following variables were significantly 

associated with the ratio R2*/R2 in the restricted cohort: average LIC, R2, minimum echo 

time, signal to noise ratio metrics 1 and 2, LDH, and vendor in the restricted cohort.

Figure 3 demonstrates an analysis of variance of the LICR2* to LICR2 ratio by MRI 

manufacturer. Analysis of variance according to MRI manufacturer corrected for LIC was 

highly significant (p=0.0004). Mean LIC ratios were greater than one for Philips and 

General Electric magnets, while they were less than one for Siemens magnets. Vendor 

differences were retained in the final multivariate model (Supplemental Table 3).
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DISCUSSION

The accurate measurement of LIC is critical for the management of transfusional iron 

burden among patients receiving chronic transfusion therapy. Historically much of the 

clinical focus was on children and young adults with transfusion-dependent thalassemia. 

More recently, substantial iron burdens have been identified in chronically transfused 

patients with SCA, but these patients have highly variable clinical manifestations and 

potentially different pathophysiology [20, 21] than patients with transfusion-dependent 

thalassemia. The availability of non-invasive, quantitative, and accurate assessment of LIC 

using MRI technology represents an important opportunity to improve the clinical care for 

such chronically transfused patients, especially as many children with SCA are receiving 

transfusion therapy for primary stroke prophylaxis[4, 10].

In this analysis of baseline iron burden in a large cohort of children with SCA and 

transfusional iron overload, systematic bias was identified between LICR2 and LICR2* 

measurements. Although there was generally excellent correlation between the two 

measures (Figure 1, r2 = 0.93), the LICR2* results exceeded LICR2 for values <5 mg/gm dry 

weight liver, but were lower than LICR2 for higher iron concentrations (Figure 2). The 

Bland-Altman relationship cannot distinguish whether this bias is arising from 

measurements of LICR2, LICR2*, or both. The most likely source of this bias is that the R2 

and R2* calibration curves were not calibrated to an identical biopsy standard; differences in 

biopsy processing can have profound systematic effects on estimated LIC [22]. Furthermore, 

published calibration curves for both LIC-R2 and LIC-R2* are both imperfect because of 

liver biopsy sampling variability, MRI measurement errors, and intersubject variability in 

iron storage[12, 13, 16, 19, 23] Similar results have been described in a large cohort of 

thalassemia major patients, suggesting that our observations may be independent of the 

disease phenotype[24].

The contribution of LDH to the observed bias is unclear. LDH levels are influence by many 

physiologic variables including hemolytic rate, vascular stress, as well as transfusion 

intensity and duration. These physiologic parameters, in turn, could produce patient-specific 

differences in tissue iron distribution affecting the relationships between R2*, R2, and liver 

iron concentration [25].

The source of LIC-R2/LIC-R2* bias also appears to have a technical component, with 

greater Bland-Altman differences identified on exams using Siemens scanners than on those 

collected from Philips or General Electric magnets (Figure 3). Siemens R2* imaging 

protocols often use a technique to decrease signal from fat, an approach known to lower 

observed R2* values[26]. However, we were not able to document that this was responsible 

for the bias. We found that minimum echo time was the most important parameter [18], but 

that relative signal to noise estimates also contributed weakly to observed differences [27]. 

While one prior paper demonstrated that LICR2 measured by FerriScan® is robust across 

different manufacturers (Siemens, GE, and Philips Healthcare)[12], this comparison was 

performed using older models than those employed in TWiTCH. Previous studies with 

LICR2* have not suggested systematic inter-manufacturer bias, but may have been 

underpowered to detect effects of this magnitude [28–30]. However, our observed 
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manufacturer bias is sufficiently small, compared with the 95% limits of agreement of the 

Bland-Altman relationship, that it is unlikely to impact patient management. High quality 

data, yielding reproducible LICR2 and LICR2* values, can be obtained on all three 

manufacturers.

While the biases between the LICR2, and LICR2* measurements used in this study were 

notable and interesting, they were easy to correct once characterized. However, even after 

compensating for systematic differences, LICR2 and LICR2* also demonstrated significant 

intrasubject variability, precluding use of these metrics interchangeably in clinical practice. 

The source of these errors is controversial, since both LICR2 and LICR2* are extremely 

reproducible, with inter-study variation of 5–8% [14, 16]. Furthermore, both LICR2 and 

LICR2* have also been separately calibrated against liver biopsy, with 95% limits of 

agreement ranging from ±42% [19] to ±72%[12]LICR2 and LICR2* measurements sample 

tissue volumes of 100 – 300 grams, nearly five orders of magnitude greater than that 

collected by liver biopsy, eliminating sampling variability as a major contributor to the 

observed differences. However, LICR2 and LICR2* are both indirect metrics of tissue iron, 

quantifying the interaction between diffusing water protons and disturbances in the magnetic 

field produced by iron [25]. Each patient has a unique magnetic signature that introduces 

significant, patient-specific errors in LICR2 and LICR2* values [12, 25] that are additive 

when LICR2 and LICR2* are compared to one another.

To the practicing hematologist, these patient-specific LIC errors are not large enough to 

change a patient’s clinical risk and they vary slowly over time. MRI manufacturer/model 

bias is also likely to be static over time. As a result, serial LIC measurements by either of the 

two methods employed in this study accurately represent changes in total body iron [24]. In 

fact, detailed simulation work suggests that carefully-performed LICR2 and LICR2* behave 

so well longitudinally that they both are superior to liver biopsy for the determination of iron 

balance [31]. Thus, clinicians can use either approach on any imaging platform with 

confidence, but should maintain consistency using the same methodology and machines for 

serial patient evaluation as much as practically possible.

In summary, we provide a large cohort data analysis that demonstrates both LICR2 and 

LICR2* quantitative measurements of liver iron burden exhibit a systematic bias ranging 

from +0.2 mg/g at LIC values of 1 mg/g to −9.1 mg/g at LIC values of 40 mg/g. The 

observed bias varies among scanner manufacturers, with the Siemens platform yielding 

larger differences. More importantly, we demonstrate that comparisons of LICR2 and 

LICR2* have broad limits of agreement. Accordingly, we recommend that different methods 

of MR LIC measurement not be used interchangeably in the same patient to follow trends in 

iron loading or unloading. Longitudinal data from the TWiTCH trial will further test this 

recommendation by measuring interval changes in LICR2 and LICR2* and comparing 

differences between techniques and across time. Exit data from TWiTCH will extend prior 

work regarding iron unloading in thalassemia major to patients with SCA[8]. Furthermore, 

in TWiTCH half of the subjects receive serial phlebotomy, and these quantitative changes in 

iron will serve as independent validation of the changes in total body iron predicted by 

LICR2 and LICR2*. Serial analyses will also offer insights into inter-machine differences that 

could not be appreciated in smaller trials.
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Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Comparison of LICR2* and LICR2 techniques using full cohort (top, N = 120) and restricted 

data set (bottom, N = 87). Both horizontal and vertical axes are logarithmic.
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Figure 2. 
Bland-Altman comparison between LICR2* and LICR2 techniques on reduced data set (N = 

87). Data are represented using logarithmic axes, corresponding to the ratio of LICR2* to 

LICR2 on the vertical axis plotted against the geometric mean of LICR2* and LICR2 on the 

horizontal axis. The three magnet manufacturers are indicated by different symbols. 

Horizontal lines represent the Bland-Altman 95% confidence intervals uncorrected for bias.
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Figure 3. 
Ratio of LICR2* to LICR2, by manufacturer, for the restricted cohort. Asterisk indicates a 

ratio that is statistically different from unity (p<0.05). Horizontal line and white text denote 

median values, the box represents the interquartile range, while the whiskers represent the 

upper and lower adjacent values.
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Table 1

Univariate regression for the difference in the natural logarithm of LICR2* and LICR2

Full cohort (N=120) Restricted (N=87) Cohort

Biological Parameters Coefficient p-value Coefficient p-value

Average(ln LICR2), ln(LICR2*)) −0.129 <0.001 −0.140 <0.001

LIC median −0.095 0.001 −0.102 0.005

Sex (male) 0.073 0.089 0.110 0.038

Deferoxamine in the past year −0.224 0.020 −0.215 0.055

Serum ferritin (ng/mL) −0.00005 <0.001 −0.000056 <0.001

LDH (U/L) 0.0002 0.035 0.00030 0.015

Technical Parameters

Scanner manufacturer:
  Siemens (reference)
  GE
  Phillips

0.163
0.242

<0.001
< 0.001

0.210
0.234

0.001
0.001

Relative SNR metric 1 0.019 0.136 0.034 0.029

Relative SNR metric 2 0.061 0.209 0.116 0.051

Number of echoes 0.024 0.002 0.041 <0.001

Interecho spacing (ms) −0.099 0.151 −0.288 0.012

Repetition time (ms) −0.002 0.049 −0.0030 0.034

Slice thickness (mm) −0.014 0.439 * *

Points in frequency direction −0.001 0.138 −0.004 0.014

Frequency direction sampling 0.004 0.014 0.004 0.021

Minimum echo time 0.128 0.251 0.510 0.043

Bold text depicts p<0.05 on univariate analysis

*
Slice thicknesses were the same in all exams for the restricted data set.
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